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Abstract
Cloud technologies have paved the way for advance of ITbased demand services. It helps decrease operation costs,
solve scalability issue and many more user and provider
constraints. However, at present, development and deployment of distributed applications on cloud environment becomes a more and more complex tasks. Cloud
users must spend a lot of time to prepare, install and
configure their applications on clouds. In addition, after
development and deployment, the application services almost cannot move from a cloud to others due to the lack
of interoperability between them. To address these problems, this paper presents a novel development framework
for cloud distributed applications/services. The approach
is based on abstraction and object-oriented programming
technique, allowing users to easily and rapidly develop
and deploy their services into cloud environment. The approach also enables service migration and interoperability
among the clouds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Cloud computing—Object oriented architecture, Development framework ; D.2.12
[Interoperability ]: Distributed objects

Keywords
cloud computing, distributed application, abstraction,
object-oriented programming, interoperability

1.

Introduction

The term of cloud computing may not be strange to scientific communities as well industry nowadays, as it grows
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very fast in the last five years with the support of infrastructures over the network. Cloud computing is described
as a business model for on-demand delivery of computing
power, in which consumers pay providers what they used
(“pay-as-you-go”). The critical point that distinguishes
cloud from other computing paradigms is that cloud itself, to be considered fully virtualized and making illusion of the unlimited resources, enables providers to offer
maximal possibility of providing and the users gain utility computing on demand. With the trend towards cloud
model, individuals and businesses have changed gradually their habit ways of using the computational resources
from their local computers or own servers to data centers
of third party.
Conceptually, cloud computing gathers key features like
high availability, flexibility and elasticity, that intends to
reduce total cost and decrease risk for both users and
providers. Today, consumers can buy computation resources, platforms or applications over cloud infrastructures. In the language of this market, the commodities
are usually referred to X as a service (XaaS) paradigm ,
which mainly includes Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service
(SaaS). In principle, cloud-based appliances or services
often provide higher availability and lower cost than the
traditional IT operations. For this reason, there is now
a strong trend of deploying and migrating appliances to
cloud. This process could be realized by using PaaS or
IaaS. On the one hand, the PaaS clouds provide platform (programming language, databases and messaging)
for implementing services and environments for hosting
them. The platform also manages the execution of these
appliances and optionally offers some advanced features
like automatic scaling. Thus, this model allows developers to simply create their cloud services without the need
to manually configure and deploy them into virtual machines (VMs). On the other hand, the IaaS clouds provide
raw resources (VMs, storages) where the users have full
access to the resources and manipulate with them directly
in order to create their own platform and deploy services
on this.
It can be realized easily that, while PaaS binds developers into certain existing platforms, building cloud services
in IaaS will be their choice to meet specific requirements.
However, the use of IaaS is perceived as difficult with the
developers/users, requiring advance computer skills for
the installation and usage. Otherwise, since several commercial cloud systems have been already marketed, the
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problem of interoperability between these systems also
arises, i.e. it would be possible and feasible to move appliances from a cloud provider to another, or to deploy an
existing appliance on resources provided by several different cloud providers. Such possibility would have very
large impact on the competitiveness of providers, as it
would require them to offer better quality services at lower
prices without forcing customer to rely on their resources
through vendor lock-in.

vate, or hybrid cloud. The migration of service in cloud
environment has many benefits. First, saving the development cost for programmers, the service can be developed
in a private cloud for testing and deployed into a public
cloud for using without any obstacles. Second, achieving
higher availability rather than the service is deployed on
a single cloud. Finally, the migration allows service fault
tolerance because it can be deployed on different clouds
at the same time.

Although several standardizations and solutions in this
area have emerged, they have not yet brought any comprehensive solution for the service development and deployment issue on IaaS clouds. Therefore, from the view
of general cloud users, they need to have an instrument,
which can solve the problem. In this way, cloud service
developers will achieve the highest work performance from
cloud computing. For example, developers can write, pack
and deliver the codes of their services for deployment on
various IaaS clouds. In addition, the developers also may
manage the services via a unified interface without worrying about the incompatible application programming interfaces (APIs). Thereof, cloud users are not IT experts,
who can exploit easily cloud computing to perform their
complex works.

However, the trend of service development and deployment as well as their migration between clouds is faced
with the big challenges:

The work presented in this paper is dedicated to innovative research and development of an elastic instrument
(called high-level Cloud Abstraction Layer - CAL) allowing easy development and deployment of services on resources of multiple infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
clouds simultaneously. The CAL provides a total novel
approach with emphasis on abstraction, inheritance and
code reuse. Then, cloud-based services can be developed
easily by extending available abstractions classes provided
by the CAL or other developers. The interoperability between different clouds is solved by the basic abstraction
classes of the CAL and all services are inherited and benefited from the advantage. The work does not only stop
on theoretical work but also continues on applying CAL
to build cloud services in order to deal with real problems.

2.

Present State of the Art

There are economic as well as technological reasons why
a service should be developed and deployed on the cloud.
On the economic side, reducing costs and business agility
are typical business factors for cloud-based appliances.
Cloud computing can provide significant cost savings because of the increased utilization resulting from poolÂňing
of resources. Otherwise, cloud computing enables rapid
delivery of IT services, which increases business efficiency.
On the operational side, manageability, performance, and
scalability are the typical reasons why service developers consider cloud computing. Besides, cloud computing
might offer increased resources, which can lead to performance improvements for the application services. This
is especially appealing for appliances with unpredictable
or cyclical usage patterns, because a cloud orchestrator
can monitor usage and dynamically scale resources up or
down.
In addition, service migration is the process of redeploying a service, typically on newer platforms and infrastructures. If the migration is on a compatible platform, the
service does not need to be recompiled. In the case of the
cloud, services can be migrated from a cloud to others,
meanwhile the target infrastructures can be a public, pri-

• PaaS cloud type limits developers/users to concrete
platforms and APIs.
• Lack of suitable programming model for service development on IaaS.
• Lack of interoperability between different IaaS clouds.
As mentioned before, using PaaS to develop and deploy
cloud services, developers are bound into existing specific
platforms and APIs, therefore, building cloud services on
IaaS will be their choice to meet complex requirements.
The issue here is that the process is perceived as difficult. Concretely, setting-up a service on an IaaS cloud, a
developer has to realize step by step as follows:
1. Preparing VM: the developer selects VM image from
the repository to get provisioned and launched.
Then, he or she configures the features of the VM,
including network, firewalls, persistent storage etc.
2. Preparing platform on the VM: if the software packages (e.g. web/app server/runtime) are not installed,
the developer needs to install them. This operation involves provision of a database, configuration
of data files, log files etc.
3. Deploying service: the developer develops service on
his or her created platform.
4. Managing VM and platform: for example, when
there is an update or service pack on the operation
system (OS), the IaaS provider will not automatically do it for the developer. Instead, this must be
done by the developer.
Unfortunately, after development, the services almost cannot move from a cloud to others due to the lack of interoperability between the different clouds. Today, interoperability is another important impact on development of
cloud computing. The basic problem of cloud interoperability is that vendor lock-in, in which each cloud provider
potentially uses its own stack of technologies consisting
for example of hypervisors (e.g. XEN[1], KVM[17] and
Microsoft Hyper-V[13]), networking infrastructure, data
storage facilities and the corresponding management infrastructure and software support. Cloud users who want
to move their appliances/services to other cloud or who
want to develop new cloud services on various clouds will
be faced with this problem. Hence, a solution or an approach to enable interoperability between clouds becomes
more and more practical.
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Although some standardization efforts in this area have
emerged, such as Open Virtualization Format (OVF)[2],
Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI)[7], and the independent abstraction APIs such as Simple Cloud API[9],
Apache Libcloud[10], DeltaCloud[5], jcloud[3] and so on,
all of them are still unable to help users create services
easily, simultaneously allowing them to deploy among the
clouds.
For instance, OVF allows reuse of a VM image standard
on diverse clouds. Thus, appliances/services can move
among various clouds along with the image. However, creating cloud-based services still require many efforts from
developers. As presented above, the process is carried out
through numerous complicated steps. This causes timeconsuming and increased cost. Besides, the incompatible
APIs issue also brings about the service operation are not
guaranteed when they migrate from a cloud to another.
Other solution is OCCI that enables cloud users to manage resources from different clouds at the same time. Unfortunately, the users still have to directly connect to VMs
in order to create their own platform for service development and deployment. In addition, the weakness of both
standardizations above is that they force cloud providers
to accept and support their product. Such scenario would
have a very large impact on the competitiveness of the
cloud providers. Instead of these standards, the abstraction APIs have been created for managing resources from
various clouds. The advantage of the abstraction APIs
is independent of cloud vendors. However, like OCCI,
these abstractions do not help developers develop and deploy services more easily than the traditional way. The
developers still have to prepare a platform and develop
the services by connecting directly to VMs. Although
there are some independent abstraction APIs, which offer
support for service deployment via scheduling job mechanism like Simple Cloud API and jcloud, however, in real
time, there are drawbacks. Specifically, the life cycle of
the applications consists of three stages: submit to computational resources, run or calculate, return results or
outputs. After finishing, the used resources will be terminated. Consequently, the API is only suitable for computational applications (e.g. calculation, simulation), not
for development and use of cloud services. At present, no
APIs have provided the comprehensive solution for both
development and deployment tasks.
Clearly, the problem of service development and deployment is a big gap of cloud computing today. It is one of
the primary reasons that restrict cloud adoption. So far,
there are not any ideas or solutions, which address and
resolve this difficult problem.

3.
3.1

Methodologies
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AR = (V M, M )
where VM and M represent virtual machines and middleware abstractions respectively.
Functionally, while the abstraction of VM allows simplifying the use with VM, the abstraction of middlewares
enables CAL users (service developers) to manage VM
simply under a single interface.

3.1.1

Abstraction of VM

From the view of cloud users, an instance (also known
as VM) consists of from two components: hardware and
software. In CAL framework, they are represented as data
in order to be used without understanding details.

V M = (HW class , SW )
where HWclass is the hardware class and SW is the software properties.
Like traditional computer, hardware of VM are devices
provided as “virtual”, consisting of CPU, memory, disk
space, OS platform and network. As a rule, IaaS clouds
offer their users VM types, in which each type implies a
set of the hardware devices. In other words, these types
are abstractions of VM hardware. For example, Amazon
EC2 enables users to select four types of VM with different attributes[15]. The Small Instance type is equipped
with one virtual core CPU, 1.7GB of memory, 160GB
of disk storage and 32-bit or 64-bit platform of OS. The
other types are equipped with more powerful hardware
and bring higher performance for VM. Besides, most of
public clouds provide the network by associating automatically a public IP address with VM. For open source
clouds, there are some exceptions
In the heterogeneous environment of multiple clouds, the
existing VM types provided by different infrastructures
can have small differences. Therefore, to use these clouds
simultaneously, CAL defines a high level abstraction of
VM hardware by classifying similar VM types into common classes. The VM types from different cloud infrastructures are classified into general hardware classes in
abstraction level by the function:

HW class = {i ∈ N, HW : f (HW i )}

Abstraction for Cloud Computing

Theoretically, an abstraction hides details of an entity.
In the context of using cloud computing, there are many
“entities” that need to be mentioned. However, due to
abstraction approach and object-oriented programming
(OOP), the entities are encapsulated as data abstractions,
which can be used easily via programming methods. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical data abstraction of cloud resources.
The cloud resource abstraction is divided into two parts,
namely VM and middlewares. The abstraction can be
expressed by tuple AR as follows:

where f is the classification function of VM types.
Software of VM is the collection of programs that provides instructions for controlling the machine what to do
and how to do it. In the context of virtualization, the
software refers to OS and applications. In the same way
of hardware abstraction, CAL also abstracts VM software
in form of data strings.

SW = (BaseSW, App1 , App2 , App3 , . . . , Appi )
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Figure 1: High-level abstraction of cloud resources
where BaseSW is abstraction of base software and Appi
is abstractions of applications.
The base software content includes an operation system
and a set of standard software packages for the operating
system. The base software must provide functionalities
for data transfer from/to VM and remote execution of
commands with administrative privileges on the VM. On
the other hand, the abstraction of an application in cloud
environment can be expressed by a tuple App as follows:
App = (appidentifier , appinstall , appconfig )
where appidentifier is identification of application, appinstall
indicates installation package of the application and
appconfig is initial setting for the applications.
There is some information, which is required to abstract
the applications covering their identifiers, installation package locations and configurations. The application configurations are initial settings for an application. Application
configuring allows users to choose suitable parameters, ensuring the application work as their desire. Besides application configurations, in most cases, applications can be
installed with default configurations via advance packaging or manager tools (e.g. apt, git in Ubuntu/Debian) and
they can be downloaded from software libraries. MySQL,
TomCat, Apache, Java and Python libraries, etc. are typical examples of applications. However, some applications
require indicating their paths or locations during installation process (e.g. user applications).
In the level of abstraction, an application is identified by
abstract data string that can be a word or term. The abstract data thus discriminates applications with each others. Additionally, the application abstraction normally
are expressed together with its development versions,
which are used to assign in increasing order and correspond to new release in the application.
Otherwise, there are also complex applications that are
constituted from many application components. In gen-

eral, the complex applications comprise a core and additional supplements. The process of installing these applications is carried out one after another as follows: installation of the core, installation of the supplements and
configuration of whole applications. For example, to build
a web server (a complex application), developers have to
install and configure Apache, MySQL and PHP (single
applications) in turn. Then they configure parameters of
the whole server such as privacy, web directory, etc..
In CAL framework, the VM will be created with the base
software, so the applications will be installed/configured
on the base software in the order they are defined in the
abstraction. The installation package and configuration
of the applications will be transferred to the VM via data
transfer functionality of base software. Similarly, the installation commands of the software will be executed on
VM via remote execution of base software.

3.1.2

Abstraction of Middlewares

One of the objectives of CAL is to manage resources from
many cloud middlewares at the same time. Currently,
most of the clouds provide APIs, which are efficient management means for users. Many cloud tools have been
built based on the APIs. Essentially, API is an abstraction of cloud functionalities such as creation, termination,
VM snapshot and so on. As mentioned before, API has
many different forms and each cloud usually offers a separate API that differs from others. To achieve the objective, CAL implements the APIs as data abstractions. In
this way, each cloud has an abstraction for its own and the
abstraction provides functionalities to manage resources
of the cloud. At the higher level, abstraction of middlewares encapsulates the API data abstractions in the form
of new type, allowing manageability of multiple middlewares under a single unified interface. The abstraction
of middlewares M is set of common cloud functionalities
provided by different infrastructures.
M = {k1 , k2 , k3 , . . . , kn }
where ki are cloud functionalities.
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Abstraction of middlewares can be considered as a common denominator of functionalities provided by various
clouds. Basically, prevalent cloud functionalities include:
creation, termination, VM description, snapshot creation
and restoration. They are basic management functions
for developing cloud service on VM. Most of them are
supported by every cloud through their APIs. Therefore,
the functionalities of middleware abstraction are shaped
from separate API implementation for each cloud.
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Besides the basic functions, there are other functionalities
such as IP allocation and association, user key creation,
deletion, etc. According to requirements of CAL users,
the implementation of API data abstractions can be extended in order to add more functions for the abstraction
of middlewares.
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Figure 2: Software layering of CAL development
framework

OPP for Abstractions in Cloud Environment

The signification of encapsulationas well as polymorphism
in OOP context is similar to the meaning of the abstraction approach. It shows the feasibility in applying OOP to
create abstractions for cloud computing in order to hide
implementation details of different clouds under a single
unified interface.
Specifically, using the encapsulation characteristic of OOP,
cloud resource abstraction AR can be represented as a
class due to programming languages (e.g. Python, Java).
The class provides management functions for CAL users
via its interface and the users do not need to care about
implementation details of abstraction components (VM,
M ). The VM abstraction enables CAL users to create
easily VMs via unified parameters (HWclass and SW ) in
OOP methods even though the VMs belong to different
cloud infrastructures. In the similar way of using encapsulation for AR and VM above, the rest of abstractions
such as HWclass , SW, BaseSW, App and M also can be
designed and used simply through OOP.
On the other hand, due to the polymorphism characteristic of OOP, CAL functions can be used in different cases.
This helps avoid programming functions that have identical features. The polymorphism also enables CAL users
(cloud service developers) to develop new functionalities
for their service based on combining existing CAL functions without programming again.
According to inheritance feature, using OOP for implementing abstraction approach allows creating child abstraction layers based on an initial abstraction layer. Thus,
the child layers inherit functionalities of the initial layer
without having to rewrite the code. More importantly,
a child layer can become the parent layer of their child
layers. It means that the expansions of abstraction layers
are unlimited, depending on the requirement of users, in
which one layer of abstraction looks at an object-oriented
application as consisting of service providers and serviceconsumers or clients. Clients of a server are interested
only in what the server provides (its behavior) and not
how it provides it (its implementation). The client only
needs to know the public interface of a class it wants to
use - what methods it can call, their input parameters,
what they return and what they accomplish.
Based on the inheritance characteristic of OOP, one software layer, which was created by a developer, can also be
used and further extended by other developers. Figure

2 shows the inheritances by multiple service developers
relying on CAL. In this figure, the first developer defines
software layer 1 with new functionalities on demand from
his or her users. In other words, software layer 1 inherits
all functions and hides implementation details of CAL in
its functionalities. Similarly, the second developer defines
functionalities for software layer 2 over the layer 1 by inheriting and hiding layer 1 functionalities. As the result,
each software layer is practically a platform-as-a-service
by itself, because users only use the services via a clear interface provided by the developers without interacting directly with VMs on clouds. For concrete example, a developer creates a LAMP stack (Linux-Apache-PHP-MySQL)
layer that is equivalent to web-hosting platforms for his or
her service users. Another developer can use this LAMP
layer to provide web applications (e.g. wiki, forum) without manipulating with the cloud infrastructures.
Since higher software layers are independent from cloud
infrastructures, if CAL correctly operates with
multi-clouds, any services using CAL will also operate
correctly on the infrastructures. Generalized interoperability problem of cloud systems can be reduced into the
interoperability problem of selected software layers in this
development framework. Developers can easily move services (software layers) among various clouds without depending on providers.

4.

Designing CAL

Architecture of CAL is depicted in Figure 3. It contains
three components: interface, drivers and data repository.
The interface provides interaction between CAL and its
users. Therefore, from the view of service developers, it
is visible. Otherwise, the drivers and data repository are
designed to hide under the interface. Since the number of
variations of VMs is often limited (some major OS flavors
or VM types), making these functionalities operate correctly on a given cloud infrastructure can be solved with
reasonable efforts.

4.1

CAL Interface

The interface is designed to provide functional abstractions of the cloud resources. Using the CAL, service developers just reuse the functions of CAL interface to create their services. For easier understanding, the functions
are divided into numerous groups, consisting of:
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Initialization
init(), config(), start(), stop(),
….

Backup/Restoration
data_backup() , data_restore(),
create_snapshot(), …

Service Functionalities
function_1(), function_2(), …

setCloud(), start(),
execute(), stop(), …

execute(), put_data(), get_data(),
create_snapshot(),
restore_snapshot()

put_data(), get_data(), execute(), …

Driver 3

Setting Cloud
setCloud()

Provisioning
start(), stop()

Monitoring
status()

VM Snapshot
create_snaphsot(),
restore_snapshot()

Execution
execute()

Transfer
put_data(),
get_data()
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Figure 3: CAL architecture
• Setting Cloud: enables developers to set which
cloud will be used. This group has only setCloud()
function.
• Provisioning: consists of start() and stop() function to create and terminate the VMs.
• Monitoring: getting actual information of the machines (cloud provider, IP address, ID instance and
so on) by status() function.
• Execution: running commands on VMs by execute() function.
• Transfer includes two functions: put_data() to upload and get_data() to download data from the
VMs.
• VM Snaphost: creates/restores snapshot of VM
into an image.
The group involves
create_snapshot() and restore_snaphsot() function.
While the functions of Provisioning, Monitoring and VM
Snapshot group use cloud APIs to implement actions of
VM, Execution and Transfer do not. The reason is that
there are no APIs that support the operations. The advantage of CAL is to provide developers with functionalities in order to overcome the restrictions. In this way,
CAL abstracts the connection, realization process and
hides implementation details by the functions of Execution and Transfer. As the result, developers can run commands or upload, download their data without having
to directly connect to VM. Since VMs are normally connected via public IP addresses under authentications (e.g.
key pair, usernames, passwords), Execution and Transfer
functionality are used for all VMs even when they belong
to different clouds.

4.2

CAL Drivers

CAL may have many drivers. Each driver is a module of
API data abstraction, which allows CAL to manage resources from a cloud via its API. As mentioned before,
the number of drivers is in proportion to the number of
clouds that CAL supports. For example, if CAL supports Amazon EC2 and OpenNebula[8] cloud, it means
that CAL will have two drivers. When CAL needs to expand its support for other clouds, the only thing to do
is creating the new driver without changing the original
codes, including interface and existing drivers. The relationship between each driver and the interface within

Figure 4: Inheritance feature of CAL
CAL is similar to the relationship of a hardware device
(e.g. graphic card) and an application or OS in traditional
computer, where hardware driver acts as a translator between the device and application. Indeed, the drivers of
CAL also act as intermediaries to translate the developersâĂŹ commands (via functionalities of CAL interface)
to clouds. Because of the incompatibility of APIs, every
cloud must have a driver of its own.
Because CAL provides only basic functionalities of VM,
the drivers thus do not need to implement all API actions.
The CAL functionalities are implemented through APIs
covering Provisioning, Monitoring and VM snapshot.

4.3

CAL Data Repository

Besides interface and drivers, data repository plays the
part of memorizing parameters related to VM and services
during CAL usage. For example, the repository stores
name of default baseSWbaseSW, VM snapshot, VM IP
address, VM ID and other configuration parameters (e.g.
administrator name, password, database name). A data
repository for CAL brings many advantages for service
developers, including:
• Optimization of the CAL usage - the developers do
not have to repeat the values of VM IP address, VM
ID or other parameters (e.g. service password) in
every functional abstraction. All of them are stored
automatically in the data repository, thus simplifying CAL use.
• Elimination of repeating service installations, since
VM snapshot names are stored in the repository.
Service developers can optimize the VM start process by checking existing services. If a service is
available, its snapshot will be used to create VM.
Otherwise, the developers will deploy developed services in the normal way (with a baseSW ).

4.4

Inheritance of CAL Functions

As mentioned before, developers can easily create cloud
services by using CAL. This is shown in Figure 4. The
developers just have to inherit the existing functional abstractions of CAL for creating new service functions, which
can be grouped as follows:
• Initialization: Developers just reuse the Setting
Cloud functionality of CAL to select cloud in order to deploy their services. Then they create a
VM on the cloud by using the functions of Provisioning. The developers can add OS commands to
install software packages on newly created VM by
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Execution. Otherwise, they also can upload their
initial data or applications into the VM by Transfer.
• Backup/Restoration: comprise service functions
to perform two tasks:
– Creating/restoring VM snapshot for the service. For this purpose, the developers inherit
VM Snapshot functionalities.
– Creating/restoring user backup data, the developers reuse Execution and Transfer.
• Service functionalities: Developers can create
other functions for their services by reusing and combining the existing functional abstractions of CAL.
For example, for database servers, they can add
a number of functions to import database, make
query, and so on. The database functions are programmed based on Execution and Transfer.
One of the most important things is that during development, the developers do not need to use any specificmiddleware APIs or connect directly to VMs as well. They
only inherit the functions provided by CAL. The developers can thus simply select the target cloud to deploy
their service without having to worry about incompatible
cloud systems. Meanwhile, their user (distinguish from
the developer) will just use the service via Initialization,
Backup/Restoration and service functionalities. The user
would not require caring about how and where the service
is developed and deployed.

5.
5.1

Case Studies
Experimental Setup

Our current implementation of CAL prototype bases on
the installations of three middlewares: OpenStack[12] Folsom release, Eucalyptus 2.0.3 (open source version) [11]
and OpenNebula 3.8. The purpose of this setup is to provision VMs that belong to those middlewares at the same
time. Tests are successful if and only if all VMs have
SSH access. For that purpose, all three middlewares are
installed and configured separately in our servers. Each
of them consists of a controller node, a management network (switch) and at least two compute nodes. For controller nodes, each server blade is equipped with processor Xeon including 16 cores (2.93 GHz), 24GB of RAM
and 1TB hard drive, meanwhile for compute nodes, each
server blade is equipped with processor Xeon with 24 cores
(2.93 GHz), 48GB of RAM and 2TB hard drive. Linux is
installed for all servers as OS. KVM hypervisor is used for
all three systems. An Ubuntu 12.04 images are created
and deployed on the clouds. While OpenStack, Eucalyptus are configured with Glance [14] and Walrus [4] respectively as internal image storage services, OpenNebula
uses non-shared file systems [16] with transferring image
via SSH for test purpose.

5.2

Development and Deployment of Cloud Monitoring Service

The realistic services are the best way to show and demonstrate the CAL effects. In the direction, this section
presents the development and deployment of a cloud monitoring service for distributed systems based on CAL. Additionally, the layering feature of the services is also demonstrated here.
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A monitoring service must have the ability to provide data
usage of components within VM and fundamental aspects
of appliances in that VM. As a consequence, the service
needs to be adaptable and extensible in order to support
the expanding functionality. To address all of the requirements and functionalities, the main features for service to
be taken into account are as follows:
• Scalability: ensures that the monitoring can cope
with large numbers of VMs.
• Adaptability and extensibility: ensure the monitoring framework can adapt to varying computational
load.
• Federation: ensures that any VM which resides on
various clouds can be monitored.
To establish such features, the monitoring service is built
based on Nagios core framework application. First reason
of the choice is that Nagios core is a powerful monitoring solution that is used by large IT organizations [6].
Otherwise, it also has been one of the most prevalent
monitoring solutions known in open source community.
The second reason is that the core does not contain any
checking tools (called Nagios add-ons) at all. Due to this
important feature, Nagios core can provide a robust, reliable and extensible framework for any type of check that
a user can come up with. Currently, the most general
Nagios add-ons are:
• NRPE (Nagios Remote Plugin Executor) provides
the ability to monitor VM metrics (e.g. disk space,
CPU workload).
• Nagios BPI (Bussiness Process Inteligence) creates a
way to visualize business process health by grouping
hosts and services together, and creating rules to
discern the true health of the network infrastructure
as it relates to the business.
• Nagiosgraph extracts information from the Nagios
output, processes it, and then insert it into one or
more round-robin database (RRD) files. The plugin
also embedded RRD file directly into Nagios interface in form of graphs as trend reports.

5.2.1

Nagios Monitoring Framework Service

Using Python language the high-level abstraction layer is
represented as “CAL” class, which provides the basic functions of VM. For each cloud infrastructure, we respectively define separate classes: Openstack, Eucalyptus and
OpenNebula, which are the drivers of these clouds.
Figure 6 describes the software layering of monitoring
framework service. In the context of the implementation
using CAL, the framework can be considered as platformas-a-service layer that can be used for many different monitoring purposes. Based on the layer, developers can program to provide various specific monitoring services by
installing Nagios add-ons. In this way, the Nagios add-on
services are equivalent as software-as-a-service layer over
the monitoring framework.
Although Nagios core is a large and complicated application that normally requires expert computer skills to
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Figure 5: Nagios monitoring framework service
install and configure, using CAL, the development process of monitoring framework service can be carried out
quite easily. The monitoring framework service is implemented as Nagios class. Service methods are created by
reusing (inheritance mechanism) the CAL methods.

Figure 6: Deployment time of Nagios framework
monitoring service

The monitoring framework service is implemented to operate on Linux server. Installation commands of Nagios
are predefined in configuration files, which are uploaded
to VM.

5.2.2

NRPE Monitoring Service

As mentioned before, NRPE is one of the most popular
add-ons of Nagios core. This section describes the implementation and use of NRPE service, which can monitor
resources and services running on cloud VMs. In the development framework, NRPE monitoring service is equivalent to SaaS layer because it is developed based on a
platform (Nagios monitoring framework service). NRPE
add-on provides a lot of different monitoring functionalities such as check disk, CPU load, memory, users, number
of running/zombie process, service status (http, apache,
MySQL), and so on. All of the functions are defined in the
object definition files. In this way, users have the ability
to choose which resource or services are monitored.
The NRPE functions are implemented as methods of NRPE
class. Similar to monitoring framework service, the installation commands also are predefined in configuration
files that are uploaded to VM to execute. Otherwise, to
remove or stop NRPE service on monitoring framework,
the removing file with un-installation commands defined
inside is used.
Transparently, during the service development, only monitoring framework service functions are used. Developers
do not need to know about VM, SSH, SCP commands as
well as implementation details of the monitoring framework service. The NRPE monitoring is called through the
following commands:

5.3

Experimental Results

To evaluate operation of CAL, Nagios framework monitoring service and NRPE service, the deployment process is tested on three cloud installations with various
VM types. The experimental measurement is repeated
20 times for each of the VM type of each cloud. The
NRPE service deployment process is experimented based
on Nagios framework layer, which already has been deployed into the VMs of three cloud middlewares. The
average times are summarized in Table 1. The duration
time is calculated in seconds.

!

" #

Figure 7: Deployment time of NRPE monitoring
service
Figure 6 represents the deployment time results of Nagios framework monitoring service described in Table 1.
There are some observations that can be made from inspecting the results: first, Nagios framework monitoring
service can operate well on all three cloud infrastructures
at the same time without changing its implementation
codes. Second, in comparison between OpenStack with
the rest, the middleware gains better performance. This
is demonstrated by the experiment results presented in
table above. Specifically, the deployment process of Nagios core framework service using OpenStack is faster than
using Eucalyptus (approx. 49%) and using OpenNebula
(approx. 57%).
The deployment time results of NRPE service are illustrated by diagram in Figure 7. The experiment proves
that NRPE service operates well on Nagios monitoring
framework deployed on the different clouds. More importantly, the development and deployment process of NRPE
service emphasize that CAL software layering feature as
well as the feasibility of our approach.
In summary, the case studies give the following important
outcomes:
• CAL operates well with the installed cloud middlewares. It provides the development and deployment
framework for service developers and users.
• The framework enables software layering, in which
each layer is the foundation for new layers over it.
During the development, deployment and use process, they only inherit and reuse available functions
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VM Type
OpenStack

Eucalyptus

OpenNebula

small
medium
large
small
medium
large
small
medium
large

Nagios framework
monitoring service
346.296
341.407
334.121
626.204
621.812
618.698
808.742
796.186
788.233
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NRPE service
20.276
19.128
17.765
58.421
53.357
52.245
70.603
66.679
60.603

Table 1: Deployment time results of Nagios framework monitoring service
of preceding layers instead of directly using any functionality of VM and cloud middlewares.
• The developed services were tested and work well.
• The developed services are independent from cloud
infrastructures and they have the ability to be deployed on different clouds at the same time.
• The process of deploying services takes a long time,
however, since the process is realized automatically,
the time for deployment is always less than manipulation of the traditional approaches.
Beside the case studies with Nagios monitoring service
and its add-ons, we built a number of other cloud services, namely cloud database and web-hosting services.
Similar to the studies presented in this papers, the other
services developed in CAL framework also can be operated well with our cloud installation middlewares. This
demonstrated that our approach has the ability to apply
widely in developing and deploying interoperable services
in cloud environment. Relying on that CAL solves one of
the outstanding problems for cloud computing today.

6.

The mechanism thus allows simplification in development and deployment of services within cloud environments.
2. Mechanism to enable interoperability of cloud
computing services: service codes that are implemented using CAL can be packed and delivered
for deployment on various clouds without obstacles
such as incompatible APIs, virtualization technologies or other middleware components. This means,
the codes are written once but can be used on many
clouds without re-implementation. In this way, this
mechanism allows achieving the interoperability,
which is one of the invaluable features for cloud computing today.
3. Adding values for cloud providers: due to the
abstraction approach of CAL, cloud services are developed and deployed independently of providers.
So, the providers do not have to change in order
to support the services. This still ensures the competitiveness among the vendors. Otherwise, they
achieve benefits when service developers/users exploit cloud resources more easily, exciting the growth
of consumer market for IaaS cloud providers.

Conclusions

The study described in this paper was carried out in the
emerging context of cloud computing with issue linked
to the development and deployment of services over IaaS
clouds at once. In this direction, this research focused
on building a tool that enables every service to be able to
develop and deploy into different clouds without requiring
additional complicated work form developers and special
supports from providers or middlewares. The tool was
named “CAL” that brings the following results:

Since CAL services are independent from underlying infrastructures, they can be published in a marketplace that
allows other service developers or pure users to download
and use them without coding. Consequently, in the near
future, we will continue to build the marketplace for CAL
services.

1. Mechanism to simply develop and deploy services in different IaaS clouds: cloud services
are treated as objects with strongly defined interfaces. The services thus are developed based on abstraction approach and OOP. CAL acts as development framework for the services. It includes basic
functionalities of VMs that belong to many clouds.
With the available functions, developers easily define the interface for their services without the necessity to access application code directly; in other
words, without connecting directly to VMs to configure, install the applications. In addition, developers also can customize, extend services developed
by others to create new services without access to
original codes. Due to CAL, the services are developed and used with minimum VM manipulations.
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